Relation extraction is the task of finding pre-defined semantic relations between two entities or entity mentions from text. Many methods, such as feature-based and kernel-based methods, have been proposed in the literature. Among them, feature-based methods draw much attention from researchers. However, to the best of our knowledge, existing feature-based methods did not explicitly incorporate the position feature and no in-depth analysis was conducted in this regard. In this paper, we define and exploit nine types of position information between two named entity mentions and then use it along with other features in a multi-class classification framework for Chinese relation extraction. Experiments on the ACE 2005 data set show that the position feature is more effective than the other recognized features like entity type/subtype and character-based N-gram context. Most important, it can be easily captured and does not require as much effort as applying deep natural language processing.
Introduction
The research in relation extraction was promoted by the Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs) (MUC, 1987 (MUC, -1998 and the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) program (ACE, 2002-present) . According to the ACE program, an entity is an object or a set of objects in the world and a relation is an explicitly or implicitly stated relationship among entities. For example, the sentence "George Bush traveled to France on Thursday for a summit" conveys the ACE-style relation "Physical. Located" between the two entities "George Bush (Person)" and "France (Location)", where "Physical" and "Located" are the pre-defined relation type and subtype.
In text, an entity may have more than one entity mention. Mentions are co-referent with each other and inherit the entity type and subtype from the corresponding entity they belong to. For example, "George W. Bush" and "the president of the United States" are two different mentions with different linguistic expressions but they refer to the same person and belong to the same person entity. Extraction of semantic relations between entities or entity mentions can be very useful in many NLP applications, such as information extraction, question answering and ontology construction.
In general, the task of relation extraction is to decide the semantic relations between two entities (or entity mentions 1 ) in the context (e.g. in a sentence, or a small piece of text). Since relation types and subtypes are predefined, this task is usually modeled as a classification problem. Many methods, such as feature-based methods (Kambhatla 2004; Zhou et al 2005) and kernel-based methods (Zelenko et al. 2003; Culotta and Sorensen, 2004; Zhang et al 2006; Zhou et al 2007) , have been proposed in literature. In this paper, we are particularly interested in feature-based methods. Kambhatla (2004) employed Maximum Entropy models with features derived from word, entity type, mention level, overlap, dependency tree and parse tree. Zhou et al (2005) further incorporated the base phrase chunking information. The above two works both adopted overlap features, which implicitly reflect the position feature of two entity mentions. Jiang and Zhai (2007) systematically explored a large space of features for relation extraction and evaluated the effectiveness of different feature subspaces. They concluded that using basic unit features was generally sufficient to achieve state-of-art performance, while over-inclusion of complex features might hurt the performance.
The feature-based methods draw much attention from researchers. However, to the best of our knowledge, existing feature-based methods did not explicitly incorporate the position feature, which can be very useful in our observations. This motivates us to further study the position information between two named entity mentions for Chinese relation extraction. Experiments on the ACE 2005 data set show that the position feature can be more effective than the other recognized features like entity type /subtype and character-based N-gram context. Meanwhile it can be easily captured with less effort than applying deep natural language processing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes three kinds of classification features (especially the position feature). Experimental studies are then presented in Section 3. This is followed by discussion in Section 4 and conclusion in Section 5.
Classification-based Chinese Relation Extraction
In this paper, the task of relation extraction is modeled as a classification problem. Section 2 first describes three kinds of features involved, and then presents the vector representations of these features used as the input to the classification tools. and nem 2 , where nem 1 ⊃ nem 2 or nem 1 precedes nem 2 , the position of them can be completely grouped into nine types, as illustrated in Table 1 below.
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N-gram Context Feature
The context features concern characters around two named entity mentions in a given window size w_s. The characters can be classified into the following four types:
CBM1: at most w_s characters before nem 1 CAM1: at most w_s characters after nem 1 CBM2: at most w_s characters before nem 2 CAM2: at most w_s characters after nem 2
The extraction of the above characters must comply with two rules. First, these characters can not cross any adjacent entity mention. Second, if there is another name entity mentions nem i contains nem 1 (or nem 2 ), these characters can not cross the borders of nem i , i.e., characters must be inside nem i . Notice that we use the characters instead of the words considering Chinese word-based models can be heavily affected by word segmentation errors.
The Classification Tool
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is selected as the classification tool, considering it represents the state-of-the-art in the machine learning research community, and good implementations of the algorithm are available.
Vector Representation for SVM
As described in (Manevitz and Yousef 2001) , there are four different text representations, i.e., binary, frequency, tf-idf, and Hadamard. In this paper, we apply binary vector representation to the features extracted. Since each feature has its own characteristic, we describe the vector representation of each feature as follows.
Representation of Position Feature
For this feature, we choose to use the 9-dimensional binary vector where the i th entry is 1 if the position is the i th type, and the other entries are 0.
Representation of Entity Feature
Supposing the numbers of the entity type and subtype are n_type and m_subtype respectively, we need to choose two binary vectors (n_type-dimensional and m_subtype-dimensional) to represent the type and subtype of a given named entity mention. The i th entry of the corresponding vector is 1 if the i th type or subtype is encountered.
Representation of N-gram Context Feature
Only Uni-gram is considered as the N-gram feature. Suppose the total number of the Uni-grams in the corpus is n_uni_grams. For each character sequence, a n_uni_grams-dimensional vector is chosen to represent the corresponding uni-gram feature. The i th entry of the corresponding vector is 1 if the i th uni-gram appears in the given character sequence.
Experimental Studies

Experiment Set-up
The experiment is set up on the training data set of the ACE 2005 Chinese Relation Detection and Characterization task provided by the Linguistic Data Consortium 2 . The 633 documents have been manually annotated with 9299 instances of relations. 6 relation types and 18 subtypes are pre-defined. More detail information is shown in Table 2 . Because of no test data at hand, we randomly select 474 out of the 633 documents (i.e. 75%) as the training data and the remaining documents are used for evaluation. We first extract the three types of features mentioned in Section 3, and then adopt SVMlight (Joachims 1998) as the multi-class classification tool. In our experiments, the window size for context feature extraction is set to 4 characters around the entity mentions and the contextual characters can not across any named entity mentions. Linear kernel is used and the training parameter C is set to 5000. Two classifiers, a 7-class and a 19-class classifier are trained independently to predict the relation types and subtypes respectively. For both classifiers, we add a "NONE" class when the two relation mentions are not related (i.e. no relation between them).
Experimental Results
The aim of the first set of experiments is to examine the performance of the position feature. Table 3 and Table 4 below report the precision, recall and F-score results of the three features and their incremental combinations on 2 http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Projects/ACE relation type detection and recognition (RTDR) and relation subtype detection and recognition (RSDR). We come up with the following observations and conclusions. First, the performances are extremely bad when the three features are used individually, although the position feature performs the best. Second, when the two features are combined in use, the performance is already competing as long as the position feature is involved. Finally, the best performance is achieved when all of the three features are integrated. 
Precision
and (i) are mapped to (g). Table 5 and Table 6 show the comparison of 3-Position feature and 9-Position feature. It shows that 9-Position feature outperforms 3-Position feature by 10.5% of F-measure for RTDR and 9.2% of F-measure for RSDR when incorporating with the other two features. Table 6 . Comparison of 9-Position and 3-Position over relation subtypes in the test dataset
Discussion on 9-Position and 3-Position
We discuss the class imbalance problem of 9-position and 3-position in the task of relation extraction.
The class imbalance problem typically occurs when, in a classification problem, there are many more instances of some classes than others. In such cases, standard classifiers tend to overwhelmed by large classes and ignore the small ones, and then cause a significant bottleneck in performance (Japkowicz 2000 and Chawla et al. 2004 ).
Unfortunately, the task of relation extraction encounter imbalance problems (Culotta et al. 2006 and Kambhatla 2006) , i.e., there are many more "NONE" (negative) class relation instances than predefined (positive) classes. As we can be seen from Tables 7 and 8 , the ratio of positive to negative class on the whole ACE corpus is 1: 12.01. Table 8 The ratios of positive to negative class on merged 3-Position types
As shown in Section 3, 9-Position outperforms 3-Position. This can be attributed to the fact that 9-Position is more discriminative than 3-Position, and the imbalance problem of the three main positions (i.e., Nested, Adjacent, Separated) in 3-Position is much worse than the one in 9-Position.
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the role of the position feature in Chinese relation extraction. Nine types of position information between two named entity mentions are defined and then used as one of the features in relation classification. Experiments on the ACE 2005 data set show that the position feature is quite effective.
